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 TV Series List of animated characters Special Appearances: Out of the picture. Recurring Appearances: "The Shmoo Conspiracy". Guest Appearances: "Guts: What's Right, What's Left, What's Mean, What's Brilliant?" and "Enemy Mine." Crossovers The animated crossover episodes were not officially collected into an anthology because several characters (including the Shmoo) made cameo
appearances on other episodes. List of TV episodes and video games List of computer games Guts to Glory Guts to Glory is a video game based on Guts' comic adventures in which the player makes choices, so that Guts will survive and not become a victim of Don Bluth's "Guts to Glory" trap. Guts to Glory is based on the second issue of Guts' comic series. The basic premise of the game involves a

group of magicians, led by the Arch Magi Tom, who wish to conjure up the "Great Spirit." This spirit is described as a type of monster, a golem with the power to undo all evil, which is trapped inside the wax statue of Guts. The "Guts to Glory" game is divided into a series of "rooms." The player is given an inventory of magical tools: Amulets, Aprons, Wands, Rings, Boots, Bows, Staffs, and Swords.
The player is also given a "magic sword" in Guts' signature blue color, which is the only item that can kill the Great Spirit. The game begins with the player controlling Guts, as the Arch Magi Tom shows the magic sword to him. The player can only use the magic sword to fight enemies or to destroy obstacles. After the Arch Magi Tom gives Guts the sword, the screen fades to black. The "Great Spirit"
appears. The player is instructed to use the magic sword to break its head. If successful, the player must then use the axe and then the hammer and the chisel to cut off its body parts one by one. When all four are cut off, the "Great Spirit" will die, and the player wins the game. Guts to Glory Part I Guts to Glory Part I is a video game based on Guts' comic adventures in which the player makes choices,

so that Guts will survive and not become a victim of 82157476af
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